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Nielsen begins digital audio measurement service rollout with Wide Orbit.  Nielsen’s long-awaited digital audio 
measurement service has taken another step closer to reality.  The ratings company has given Wide Orbit the green-
light to embed streaming measurement meters in its Clarity streaming audio platform.  The integration will provide digital 
audio measurement from Nielsen for its clients that use Clarity to serve their streams.  Clarity is the platform developed by 
Abacast, the online radio services provider acquired by ad management software provider Wide Orbit last May.  Nielsen’s 
first “certification” of a streaming provider means some of its clients will soon have access to broadcast and streaming 
measurement from a single-source provider.  It also signals a new competitor for Triton Digital, whose MRC-accredited 
Webcast Metrics has long served as the standard for streaming audio measurement. One of Nielsen’s advantages will be that 
its metrics can be combined with a broadcaster’s over-the-air audience.   Using a Nielsen-provided Software Development 
Kit (SDK), Wide Orbit will install a meter into its streaming audio player, also known as a client. The meter will feed listening 
data to Nielsen, which will crunch the numbers and report them to the subscriber, enabling it to sell digital audio advertising 
based on Nielsen ratings.  Wide Orbit VP of streaming Rob Green says the service is optional for Nielsen ratings subscribers.  
“Most medium and large market broadcasters are already using Nielsen and the idea is that they can use them for both 
digital and broadcast  measurement,” Green told Inside Radio.  He says it will provide “measurement that is definitive and 
comparable across delivery methods, and can be used to drive new sales opportunities and greater revenue.”

Streaming measurement 2015: Different metrics for different ad models.  The long road to one service that measures both 
broadcast and streaming audio began with Arbitron in 2010.  Known initially as Total Audience Measurement, the Arbitron 
service would have combined over-the-air audience estimates from the 45 non-embedded PPM markets with server-side 
log file data provided by webcasters to create local reports. But Arbitron ran into snags from some broadcasters who 
refused to make their log file data available.  Nielsen’s SDK approach embeds a meter directly into the client or audio player, 
putting the counter one step closer to the actual listener.  “It’s an easier, smarter much faster way to do it,” Wide Orbit VP of 
streaming Rob Green says.  The Nielsen service will add what’s known as census-based measurement — which counts all 
users rather than estimating them based on surveys — to the ratings equation for broadcasters.  It would report them using 
the same metrics that are used to measure broadcast radio for those that simulcast 100% of their on-air programming online. 
For webcasters using dynamic ad insertion, Green says Nielsen will measure average minute audience, impressions, and 
unique audience with the traditional dayparts and demographics used by agencies and advertisers.  Nielsen has previously 
said that it would  layer in demographic data from its partnership with Facebook.  Tim Murphy, VP of digital strategy & 
enterprise platforms at Entercom (a Wide Orbit Clarity client) says the Nielsen integration “creates a clear standard for 
measuring our streaming audience.”  Murphy went on to say that “advertisers should feel very confident their marketing 
investment reaches sizable and high quality audience targets.”

Agency chief says lower gas prices could boost ad spending — eventually.   The average price for a gallon of gas 
remains at its lowest level in years — $2.20 a gallon, according to the Lundberg Survey.  But it actually climbed 13-cents 
during the past two weeks.  And for now, Omnicom CEO John Wren says marketers are taking a wait-and-see view of the 
economic impact.  “At this point, we haven’t seen clients come in with new budgets as a result of it,” he said yesterday.  But 
during a conference call Wren said it amounts to a “tax break for the American consumer” and that could spur marketers into 
action in the coming months.  “If history bears out, consumers will be out spending money,” he said.  “Clients will anticipate 
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and react to that as it becomes reality throughout 2015 — at least, we are hopeful that that’s going to be the case.”  But for 
the time being, Wren says Omnicom client budgets are generally spending “similar” to last year.  With those budgets holding 
steady, Wren said the focus on measuring and improving return on investment only grows.  And that, he explained, will color 
how the media marketplace looks.  “As channels are developed and utilized, you will see a shift in dollars, which for some it 
will look like growth, because it will be,” Wren said.  “And for others, as that money shifts to different channels it will seem like 
there is a lack of growth.”  Omnicom has already suggested its clients shift 10% to 25% of their TV ad dollars to web video, 
while at the same time the agency has also signaled its support of radio.  Last year it signed a $200 million multiplatform 
alliance with iHeartMedia saying it was looking to do “deeper, more significant deals” with its ad partners.
 

Radio earns a solid ‘B’ grade in new listener survey.   There’s no grading of public opinion on a curve and a new survey 
of Americans shows a vast majority gives FM radio a passing grade.   Nearly three in ten of those quizzed by Kassof & Co. 
said they “strongly approve” of the job FM is doing.  And 56% said they 
“somewhat approve” of what they’re hearing.  It’s the sort of job approval 
rating that politicians can only dream of.   Just 1% would give radio a 
flunking grade.   Researcher Mark Kassof says music played is by far the 
top reason for consumer satisfaction, selected by 38% of those surveyed.  
It was followed by news and information (14%) and the variety of stations 
and formats (13%).   Notably, in a media marketplace where new digital 
streaming services are charging $10 per month, just 2% said the fact that 
FM radio is free was why they like what they’re hearing.  And it’s worth 
noting that one out of every ten respondents couldn’t pinpoint what they 
like about FM, they just believe it does a good job.  So what about the 
negatives?  Kassof says music proves to be a double-edge sword with 26% saying FM radio could do better.  And 18% said 
the songs are too repetitive, although other research has shown that top-rated stations tend to have tighter playlists.  With 
commercial-free streaming options growing, Kassof’s survey shows just 12% of people said too many ads is their biggest 
beef with FM — the same number who thought the air personalities and music were too racy.  The findings are based on 
1,190 online interviews with U.S. radio listeners aged 18 to 64, conducted from January 21-23.

World Cup score for Univision: $174 million.   Germany’s win at the 2014 FIFA World Cup may be fading from sports fans 
memories, but at Univision Communications the final score is finally in hand.  The company says it booked $174.2 million 
in incremental advertising sales during 2014 related to the Brazil games.   It wasn’t just a win on the revenue column either.  
It helped grow the company’s reach beyond just the month-long competition.  “In 2014, we estimate, based on external 
and internal sources, that we expanded our reach across all platforms on average to 45 million consumers monthly, not 
including our estimated World Cup reach, representing a 10.1% increase from 2013,” CEO Randy Falco says in a statement.  
Univision also credits the launch of new networks and products.  The result is total net revenue increased 10.8% to $2.9 
billion in 2014.    The revenue scoreboard wasn’t quite as good at the company’s radio division where the World Cup actually 
was a net negative.  Univision Radio estimates it lost about $7.5 million of revenue as advertisers shifted their spending to 
support World Cup efforts on other media.  But the numbers suggest the overall softness in the market only made matters 
worse.   For the fourth quarter the radio unit’s revenue decreased 1.3% to $80.5 million.  For the year, total Univision Radio 
revenue declined 8.4% to $302 million. 

SiriusXM also feeling streaming radio heat.   In a world where more listening is being done on mobile devices, even 
satellite radio is racing to keep up with consumer listening habits.  So in the coming months Sirius XM Radio will release an 
all-new streaming product.  “Quite frankly, our apps weren’t good enough and we needed to put more resources into making 
them better,” CEO Jim Meyer said last week on a call with analysts.  The year-long makeover will result in new features 
and listening location flexibility for SiriusXM subscribers. “Users will also see improved speed when signing in or changing 
channels, as well as enhanced reliability in low bandwidth situations,” Meyer boasted.  The new apps will also allow the 
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company to step up marketing to consumers who may never get behind the wheel with a satellite receiver in the dashboard.   
SiriusXM’s app refresh comes as some analysts worry that the ease of accessing free streaming services could cut into 
satellite radio’s subscriber base.   CFO David Frear thinks the two platforms are more likely to “co-exist” than compete.  
“What’s going to be more important than the method of delivery is making it simple, easy, and in our case, attractive enough 
to get people to pay, and so that’s the way we’re focusing,” he said.   The company hasn’t said how many subscribers it has 
to the $14.99 per month streaming service, but Frear said he is “not disappointed” with the numbers to date.  Meyer said the 
new app is being beta tested and he expects it to roll out to all subscribers by mid-year.

Ford used radio, not TV, for Super Bowl ad campaign.   Ford Motor Company 
steered clear of the high-stakes Super Bowl television broadcast this year, choosing 
instead to advertise during the radio broadcast of the big game.   The automaker ran 
several spots during Westwood One’s national radio broadcast of the game.   Last 
year Ford aired back-to-back TV commercials during the Super Bowl pregame show. 
Rather than buy an expensive branding campaign on NBC during this year’s game, 
Ford instead promoted The Works, a maintenance package available at its 3,200 
franchise dealerships.  The big game coincided with the Annual Winter Ford Service 
Sales Event and the message, which  promoted a $10 mail-in rebate offer for the 
service, was well suited for radio.  It fit with the campaign’s radio and cable TV focus, 
Ford spokeswoman Angie Kozleski told Automotive News.  The Super Bowl “is part of a larger strategy,” she said.  According 
to Media Monitors data, Ford Lincoln Mercury was the biggest-volume automotive advertiser on radio last year, and the Ford 
Dealer Association was the second-largest regional dealer group.

Jeep ties iHeartRadio Awards into new ads.  To build interest in the launch of the all-new 2015 Jeep Renegade, the 
carmaker has roped a tie-in to the upcoming iHeartRadio Music Awards.  Jeep is holding a contest on social media that 
encourages people to share photos to be included in upcoming TV ads.  Three winners will be flown to Los Angeles to attend 
the iHeartRadio Music Awards and appear in a customized Renegade spot that will air during the awards show on NBC next 
month.   They’ll also get a new Jeep.   “We know that our Millennial audience looks to multiple engagement platforms for their 
consumption to include television, music and social media channels, to discover what’s new and share this content,” says 
Kim Adams House, who heads up Jeep’s brand advertising.   The campaign will also include traditional commercial time 
buys on NBCUniversal’s various television networks.  The awards show airs Sunday, March 29 on NBC and on iHeartMedia 
stations nationwide and across the iHeartRadio digital music platform.

Inside Radio News Ticker…Humphries teams with Washington Times…More than a year after Rusty Humphries left the 
airwaves with the demise of Talk Radio Network, the conservative talker has partnered with the Washington Times to launch 
a weekly podcast.  “I’m going to jam-pack a whole week’s worth of talk radio into an hour,” Humphries said in a promotional 
video.  His new “Rebellion Radio” podcast will go live each Thursday…NAB’s Smith a Bush backer…National Association 
of Broadcasters president Gordon Smith is reportedly among the early supporters of former Florida Governor Jeb Bush.  
The Wall Street Journal says Smith is among the three dozen high-profile donors being touted by Bush’s presidential 
political action committee.  The paper cites an invitation sent for a fundraiser scheduled for next Tuesday in Washington… 
Chicago financial talker heads to prison...Former Chicago brokered-financial advice program host Kathleen Niew has 
been sentenced to a nearly six-year prison term following her guilty plea admitting she stole $2.84 million from two separate 
clients.  The 59 year-old could have received up to 11 years in prison.  A lawyer, Niew has already been disbarred.   Niew’s 
brokered show, “Earn It. Keep It. Grow It” aired Saturday mornings on talk “560 The Answer” WIND until it was pulled after 
Salem learned of her legal troubles last year.
 

People Moves: Ed Cavagnaro retiring from KCBS.  After nearly four decades at CBS Radio’s top-rated all-news KCBS, 
San Francisco (740, 105.9), director of news and programming Ed Cavagnaro has announced he will retire from the station 
in early-April.   “There’s a lot more to do and see, and I didn’t want to wait too long to try new things,” says Cavagnaro, who 
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turns 63 this month.  He’s been at KCBS for the past 37 years, starting as a promotion assistant.   Cavagnaro has been 
in his current position since 1988.  In 2014, Cavagnaro was elected to the Bay Area Radio Hall of Fame.   “I’ll greatly miss 
working with Ed,” market manager Doug Harvill said in a statement. “He’s truly an inspirational leader and one of the best 
news people on the planet.”  No successor has been announced.  Read more People Moves HERE.

Efforts to reform the FCC move to the Senate.  With most of radio’s issues in Congress not 
clearly defined along party lines, the Republican takeover of the Senate isn’t likely to have 
a big impact.  But one place it’s set to bring a change in the conversation is on reforming 
how the Federal Communications Commission operates.   Senator Dean Heller (R-NV) has 
proposed a bill that would give the public details of the FCC’s exact proposals at least 21 days 
before an item comes up for a vote.  The public would also get regular updates on the status of 
a rulemaking.  And the bill would give the commissioners the legal authority to meet in private 
to talk out an impending vote as long as both Democrats and Republicans are in the room.
Heller says the changes would clear the “opaqueness or secrecy” that the current rules allow. 
“The public will know exactly what the FCC is voting on well before the vote,” he says.   Supporters are using the current fight 
over net neutrality as a legislative battering ram, with the FCC scheduled to vote on sweeping new internet regulations later 
this month with the proposal still under lock.  The National Association of Broadcasters has thrown its support behind the 
bill, saying it will help ensure the FCC doesn’t “impede the ability of broadcasters to serve the public interest,” according to 
spokesman Dennis Wharton.  “The agency has a critically important mission, and it is imperative that it execute that mission 
expeditiously, fairly and in a data-driven manner,” he says in a statement.  Heller’s legislation closely tracks with bills already 
circulating in the House, which has approved similar proposals during the past two sessions of Congress.  
 

Journal-Omaha shucks Nebraska Cornhuskers in 5-year rights deal. How badly did Journal Broadcast Group want to 
become the new Omaha home for the Nebraska Cornhuskers?  Enough to devote three stations to the Big Ten Conference 
university’s sports lineup.  The new five-year affiliate agreement between multimedia rights holder IMG and Journal includes 
“ESPN Radio” KXSP (590), classic rock “CD 105.9” KKCD and rock “Z-92” KEZO.  The deal calls for all Huskers football 
games to air on KXSP and KEZO and all men’s basketball to air on KXSP.  All women’s basketball, along with volleyball and 
baseball, will also air on KXSP.  When there are conflicts with another Huskers event, the broadcast will move to KKCD. The 
Huskers “Sports Nightly” will air Monday-Thursday from 6-9pm and Friday from 6-8 pm on KXSP.  The contract with current 
Omaha affiliate, iHeartMedia “News Radio 1110” KFAB, expires June 30.  Existing IMG audio broadcast talent will transition 
to the new stations.  IMG VP of broadcasting Chris Ferris said the deal gives the Huskers “strong, consistent coverage” while 
affording fans “the opportunity to listen to Huskers games across multiple sports.”  Partnering with an all-sports station will 
increase Nebraska Athletics auxiliary programming, he added, and provide expanded television exposure on Journal-owned 
CBS affiliate KMTV-TV.  University of Nebraska senior associate athletic director for marketing and communications Dave 
Witty  says the school’s goal was to “maximize the number of athletics events available to our fans, ensuring the broadest 
broadcast signal coverage, and achieving greater exposure for all Husker sports.” 
 

Ex-Nielsen staffer claims his job ended, but the text messages didn’t.  Imagine quitting a station and still getting text 
messages from the station looking for help — 2,500 text messages worth.  That’s what a former Nielsen staffer alleges in a 
lawsuit filed against the ratings company.   In a suit filed in U.S. District Court in Tampa, Tom Sook claims the text messages 
violated federal law.  The lawsuit says Sook was an on-call staffer who agreed to receive text messages when there was 
a technical issue.  But after he left the company in early 2011, the texts kept coming.  Sook is not only seeking monetary 
damages but also a court order telling Nielsen to stop texting him.   His attorney Scott Owens tells the Tampa Bay Business 
Journal that his client tried to get Nielsen to stop texting him but to no avail. Owens says it highlights the “dangers of 
increased telephonic automation.”   

—  Read More News, People Moves, Ratings and Job Listings at InsideRadio.com —
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MORE OPPORTUNITIES 
@ INSIDERADIO.COM >>

KRNB AFTERNOON 
DRIVE PERSONALITY

Are you a multi-dimensional, 
superstar media personality? 
Do you “live” and “breathe” the 
“Smooth R&B” 25-54 lifestyle?  
Can you captivate listeners 
on-air, on social media and in-
person? Have you mastered PPM 
and appointment listening?  Do 
you seek every opportunity to 
engage listeners where they live, 
work and play? If so, Service 
Broadcasting may have a rare 
career opportunity for you. 
 
Our new KRNB Afternoon Drive 
Personality must know how to 
connect emotionally with listeners 
to positively impact ratings and 
relationships. This is a position for 
an “entertainer,” not a jock. 

Send your mp3, resume, 
references and social media 
links to: SBG HR Manager

Debbie Henry at 
jobs@KRNB.com

No phone calls please. E.O.E.

PROGRAM DIRECTOR - HOUSTON
93.7 The BEAT KQBT Houston is looking for a Program Director 
who will oversee and approve all on-air aspects.  Candidate will need 
to possess abilities to maintain and build ratings as well as assist the 
sales department in generating revenue.  
 
For a full list of qualifications and responsibilities, or to apply now, visit
www.iHeartMedia.com  

iHeartMedia is an equal opportunity employer and 
will not tolerate discrimination in employment on 
the basis of race, color, age, sex, sexual orientation, 
gender identity or expression, religion, disability, 
ethnicity, national origin, marital status, protected 
veteran status, genetic information, or any other 
legally protected classification or status.

MANAGER, CLIENT SOLUTIONS - CHICAGO
iHeartMedia in Chicago seeks a Manager, Client Services. This position will lead or collaborate in 
ideation and development of strategic marketing programs for national advertising clients supporting 
iHeartMedia’s sales team. The Manager, Client Solutions will utilize understanding of multi-media assets 
to create large-scale and compelling national programs that win business.

This position will provide program ideation support to assigned sales teams and high-priority clients to help 
formulate innovative marketing strategies and promotional campaigns.  The manager will h]lp develop 
and write integrated marketing proposals (radio, events, digital, outdoor) for clients in partnership with 
relevant divisions of iHeartMedia

Candidates should have at least 6 years of relevant work experience in Media, Marketing 
or a related field. Preferred experience including radio planning or sales marketing, 
account strategy or media agency experience. Minimum Bachelor’s degree in related 
fields, such as Marketing, Business or a related field.

For a full list of qualifications and responsibilities, or to apply for this position, please 
CLICK HERE. iHeartMedia is an equal opportunity employer.

DIGITAL SOLUTIONS SALES - ANY U.S. LOCATION
Triton Digital’s Publisher Development Team is responsible for 
building Triton’s audio publisher network through the direct-sale and 
licensing of Triton’s AMP Platform and Triton’s Audio Platform.

Success in this digital solutions role will require proven talent in 
sales, a knowledge & passion for digital media, as well as the ability 
to manage through a complex sales process. Strong communication 
& presentation skills are essential as well as an entrepreneurial desire 
to help prospective and current clients grow their business with Triton 
solutions.  E.O.E.

If the description above depicts you, 
send resume to: jobs@tritondigital.com

tritondigital.com/about-us/careers 
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